
Top 5 reasons insurers choose Insurity Data Depot

Fuel growth  

 - Accelerate time to value with support from all major reporting  
and analytics tools 

 - Enable all business users to access and analyze data instantly 
and in one central place for a single source of truth  

Streamline data management  

 - Eliminate silos by mixing and storing structured, semi-structured,  
and unstructured data 

 - Support near-limitless workloads running concurrently without  
data contention issues

Make faster decisions  

 - Incorporate new and existing forms of data with unparalleled speed, 
consistency, and security  

 - Discover insights by storing and using third-party data alongside  
Data Depot transactional data 

Stay informed   

 - Capture market opportunities and know more about what you  
insure with real-time dashboards and KPIs  

 - Provide immediate access to your data without the need for additional 
IT resources

Future-proof analytics initiatives

 - Utilize the most comprehensive data model in the industry with  
end-to-end support for commercial and specialty lines of business  

 - Leverage a cloud-native, fully managed platform for data 
warehousing, data lakes, data engineering, data science, and more

Insurity is a leading provider of cloud-based software and analytics for insurance carriers, brokers, and MGAs. Insurity is trusted by 22 of the 
top 25 P&C carriers and 7 of the top 10 MGAs in the US and has over 400 cloud-based deployments. | www.insurity.com | +1 866 476 2606 

Insurity Data Depot 
DATA INTEGRATION | DATA WAREHOUSING | DATA GOVERNANCE | DATA MARTS 
COMPLIANCE REPORTING | ANALYTICS | DATA LAKES   

Deploy quickly with
out-of-the-box support 

for commercial and 
specialty lines 

Generate actionable 
insights from complex 
data with flexible data 

structures

Trust a proven,  
time-tested system that is 
designed specifically for 

P&C insurers

15  
lines of business 

supported 

17K+ 
available data 

attributes

The Snowflake Partner Advantage
 - Provides near unlimited performance 

and scale to grow with your business

 - Handles multiple and differing work-
streams concurrently without contention

 - Facilitates secure and robust data 
sharing without unnecessary data 
movement

 - Supports most data types including 
structured, semi-structured, geospatial, 
and unstructured

 - Offers robust and customizable 
business rules to validate, cleanse, and 
conform incoming data

 - Supported on 3 major public cloud 
providers: AWS, Azure, Google

Gain a single source of truth with a modern data platform 
purpose-built for P&C insurers

100+ 
insurance systems 

integrated
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